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ABSTRACT

Aim: This study aimed to evaluate the predictivity of exercise-induced hypoalgesia (EIH) profile on pain severity produced by nerve injury in an animal model.

Materials and methods: A total of 51 rats were divided according to the EIH model, which was evaluated by the percentage of withdrawal actions of 30 repetitive physical stimuli on the hind paw of the rat before and after 3 minutes of exercise on a treadmill, into high and low EIH. Left infraorbital nerve injury was then done on rats from high and low EIH groups. Pain assays as mechanical allodynia and mechanical hyperalgesia were evaluated in the ipsilateral and unaffected whisker pad before and 3, 10, and 17 days after the surgery.

Results: Rats that were categorized as low EIH showed increased hypersensitivity and demonstrated significantly severe mechanical hyperalgesia in ipsilateral side 10 and 17 days after the surgery compared with the high EIH rats.

Conclusion: The authors concluded that the pinprick behavioral assay (mechanical hyperalgesia) was able to predict chronic pain development in the area of the trigeminal nerve distribution using EIH profile measured at the hind paw of the rat.
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INTRODUCTION

Pain according to the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) is defined as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage.” The process of pain includes the following steps:

- **Transduction:** Conversion of a noxious stimuli to an electrical impulse referred to as an action potential.
- **Transmission:** Process by which the action potential will be transferred from the periphery to the nervous system.
- **Modulation:** This process involves the modification of the pain stimuli either by facilitating or inhibiting it depending upon the environment.
- **Perception:** In this stage, the nerve impulses finally reach the somatosensory cortex of the brain and will be perceived as pain.

Orofacial pain can be classified according to the etiology into three different categories:
1. Musculoskeletal
2. Neuropathic
3. Neurovascular

Neuropathic pain (NP) is defined as a condition initiated or caused by a primary lesion or dysfunction in the nervous system. Although the exact mechanism for the development and maintenance of NP is not fully understood, a complex interaction between the nervous system and the immune system has been suggested. One of the causes for NP is nerve damage. There are different types of nerve damage that can occur. One of them is transaction in which there is a total loss of nerve fiber continuity. Clinically, it can be demonstrated in surgical cases. Another type of nerve injury is crush where there is a partial loss of nerve fiber with some level of continuity. Clinically, it is observed in fractures and trauma injuries. A third type is pressure, e.g., chronic pressure by a tumor or a benign lesion, such as in carpal tunnel syndrome or squamous cell carcinoma of the face or neck. Finally, inflammation can also cause direct or indirect nerve damage and can be seen in cases of dental implants, which have been placed too close to a nerve leading to perineural or nerve inflammation. It is observed especially in cases where the dental implant is in close proximity to the inferior alveolar nerve canal. Various qualities and sensations have been described in patients experiencing NP. Some of these have been defined by the IASP as follows:

- Hyperalgesia: “Increased pain from a stimulus that normally provokes pain”
- Primary hyperalgesia – occurs at site of injury
- Secondary hyperalgesia – occurs in the central nervous system
**Alldynia:** “Pain due to a stimulus that does not normally provoke pain”

**Activation of A-beta (touch) fibers can cause pain**

**Anesthesia dolorosa:** Pain in an area or region which is anesthetic

**Paresthesia:** “An abnormal sensation, whether spontaneous or evoked”

**Dysesthesia:** “An unpleasant abnormal sensation, whether spontaneous or evoked”

At present, NP is treated primarily by pharmacotherapy on a trial and error approach. The current treatments can achieve partial pain relief; however, it can accompany significant side effects. Other treatment options may include surgery, psychological intervention, and adjunctive therapy, such as acupuncture, yoga, meditation, biofeedback hypnosis, and exercise.

Exercise is commonly used as part of treatment and rehabilitation for chronic pain patients. Conditions like fibromyalgia, which is characterized by global muscle and joint pain, muscle pain, arthritis, and NP, have shown therapeutic analgesic effects to exercise. Both human and animal models have validated these findings. Inhibitory neurotransmitters, such as serotonin and dopamine, have been linked to an elevation postexercise sessions. The exact mechanism of exercise-induced analgesia is poorly understood. Studies have shown that after aerobic exercise, there is an analgesic effect to thermal and mechanical stimuli. However, the endocannabinoid system is widely accepted as a fundamental factor in this hypoalgesic response. Preliminary studies have shown that blocking of the endocannabinoid system cannot only alter the exercise-induced hypoalgesia (EIH) but also result in lower pain thresholds. Previous studies have also shown that submaximal isometric contraction of muscle can cause a significant increase in pain pressure threshold in the contracted muscle, contralateral resting muscles, and distant resting muscle. This suggests a generalized modulation effect of the pain mechanisms.

Studies have shown that swimming can significantly reduce NP and reduce mechanical allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia induced by chronic constriction nerve injury (CCI) in rat model of nerve injury. Also, high-intensity swimming exercise can reduce NP in an animal model of complex regional pain syndrome type I. Another study showed that regular physical activity prevents development of chronic pain and activation of central neurons, while other studies show that experimentally induced pain perception is acutely reduced by aerobic exercise in people with chronic low back pain. Recent studies have shown that EIH profiling has the ability to predict acute and chronic NP in the sciatic nerve model of a rat.

The model used for profiling EIH included 30 repetitive noxious stimuli with a 60 gm von Frey filament on the hind paw of rat pre- and post-180 seconds of exercise. A percentage change in the response to the noxious stimuli postexercise was used to categorize the rats into a high, medium, or low EIH group. A response change of 0 to 33.3% put them in the low EIH group, whereas a response change of 33.3 to 66.6 and 66.6 to 100% put them in the medium and high EIH group respectively. These results indicate that a baseline (BL) profiling before injury can actually predict the pain developed. It can be of great clinical importance, as it will help us understand not only the mechanism of EIH but also which patients are more prone to develop pain postsurgery. In this study, we wanted to understand if the EIH profiling can predict pain in the orofacial region following nerve damage to the infraorbital nerve of the rat. This will help us understand if the EIH has a localized effect or a more global effect in predicting pain. The EIH will be performed on the hind paw of the rat, whereas the nerve damage will be done on the infraorbital nerve of the face.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

All experimental protocols were in compliance with the guidelines of IASP. Adult male Sprague Dawley rats weighing 250 to 300 gm were used in this study. Rats were habituated preoperatively by allowing them 10 to 20 minutes in the sensory testing apparatus for five consecutive days. During this period, rats were tested for tactile allodynia in the region of the infraorbital nerve. During the entire period, they were maintained on standard mouse chow, reverse osmotically treated water, and a 12-hour day and night cycle.

**Phase I**

In the first phase, EIH was performed on healthy rats. The EIH was measured using a model previously used. In the model, temporal summation was measured by applying 30 repetitive stimuli with a 60 gm von Frey filament to the hind paw of the rat. The rats were then allowed to exercise on a treadmill (Rota Rod) for 3 minutes. Immediately after the exercise within 1 minute, the response to the noxious stimuli (von Frey filament) was reassessed. Depending upon the change of response from BL, the rats were categorized into high, medium, and low EIH rats. Rats that have a change of above 66% were considered high EIH, rats with a response change from 33.3 to 64% were considered medium EIH, and rats with a response change of 33% or below were considered low EIH rats. In brief, in the first phase of the study, EIH was measured and rats were grouped into high, medium, and low EIH...
groups. In this study, we included only the high and low EIH groups.

**Phase II (Surgical Phase)**

**Anesthesia**

For surgical procedures, rats were anesthetized with ketamine (50 mg/kg) and xylazine (7.5 mg/kg) solution.

**Surgery**

Chronic constriction injury surgery was performed based on the original model developed by Imamura et al. In brief, about 1-cm-long incision was done on the area of the gingivobuccal margin mesial to the first molar. Approximately 0.5 cm of the infraorbital nerve (ION) was exposed, and then two chronic gut knots were done loosely around the nerve.

Previous studies have shown that rats with high EIH develop less NP after sciatic nerve damage compared with low EIH rats. This model has the ability to predict the pain developed in both the acute and chronic phases of NP. We used the same model of EIH, but the surgery was performed in the infraorbital nerve of the face. This allowed us to understand if the predictive effect of EIH is global or localized to the sciatic nerve injury. Various studies have shown that the trigeminal and nontrigeminal response to noxious stimuli is different. Thus, we will be able to understand the effect of EIH on a broader scale.

**PAIN BEHAVIOR ASSAY**

**Tactile Allodynia**

Tactile allodynia was tested with von Frey fibers using Semmes–Weinstein monofilaments sorted by ranks expressing the log base 10 of the force applied in milligrams to bend the filament (Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL, USA). To evaluate tactile allodynia, the rats’ withdrawal response to an increasing amount of force delivered by a calibrated von Frey filament was measured. The monofilaments were applied in the left rat’s infraorbital nerve region extraorally. The test was performed with the rat inside a chamber placed on an elevated perforated floor. Fibers were applied in an ascending order to detect the threshold. Typically, rats in pain respond to a lower force as compared with nonpainful rats.

**Mechanical Hyperalgesia**

Mechanical hyperalgesia was tested with pinprick stimulation. The blunt acupuncture needle was used in the area of whisker pad, until the skin was pitted without penetration. Then the ordinal scale of rat’s response was used as follows: No detection = 0, response = 1, withdrawal action after response = 2, withdrawal and aggressive actions after detection = 3, same as 3 but with facial grooming = 4.

**SAMPLE SIZE AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

Alpha (two tailed) for significance in all analysis was set at 0.05. A confidence interval of 95% was set. Sample size analysis required eight animals per group to get a power of 80%. Data were tabulated and analyzed using StatView 5 software (SAS Institute Inc., NC, USA). Behavioral statistics were performed only on rats with data at all time points. For tactile allodynia, time points of relevance were analyzed with a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Within group, data were compared with repeated measures ANOVA. For tactile allodynia, results were expressed as force to which response was recorded (log 10 gm ± standard error of the mean).

**RESULTS**

A total of 51 rats were included in the study: All rats underwent habituation, EIH evaluation, nerve injury, and pain behavior assessment.

**Phase I: EIH Assessment**

The percentage change from BL response to 1-minute response was calculated for each rat, such that

$$\text{EIH} = \frac{\text{BL response} - \text{1 minute response}}{\text{BL response}} \times 100$$

Based on this equation, 30 rats were considered as high EIH (reduction of 66.67% or more to response compared with BL). The low EIH profile included 21 rats (reduction of 33.33% or less to response compared with BL).

**Phase II: Pain Behavior**

The rats’ pain behaviors were assessed prior to the surgery and 3, 10, and 17 days following the surgery. The high (n = 30) and low (n = 21) EIH groups’ pain behavior scores were compared at each time point.

**Mechanical Hyperalgesia**

Ipsilateral side: No significance difference was found between low and high EIH rats at BL (1.238 ± 0.118, 1.033 ± 0.089, p > 0.05). At day 3 postsurgery, no significant difference was found between low and high EIH rats (2.238 ± 0.194, 2.100 ± 0.194, p > 0.05). At day 10 postsurgery, there was a significant difference between the low and high EIH profile rats in pain behavior (3.095 ± 0.275, 2.367 ± 0.237, p < 0.05). At day 17 postsurgery, there is also a significant difference between low and high EIH profile rats (2.952 ± 0.223, 2.115 ± 0.231, p < 0.05) (Graph 1).
Contralateral side: No significant difference was found between low and high EIH rats at BL, day 3, day 10, and day 17 [(0.273±0.104, 0.385±0.104, p>0.05), (0.273±0.124, 0.308±0.106, p>0.05), (0.318±0.139, 0.231+0.108, p>0.05), (0.250±0.171, 0.300±0.153, p>0.05)] (Graph 2).

Mechanical Allodynia

Ipsilateral side: No significant difference was found between low and high EIH profile rats at BL, day 3, day 10, and day 17 [(0.580±0.109, 0.619±0.064, p>0.05), (0.981±0.507, 1.054±0.317, p>0.05), (0.767±0.369, 1.074±0.352, p>0.05), (0.767±0.369, 0.825±0.249, p>0.05)] (Graph 3).

Contralateral side: No significance was found between low and high EIH rats at BL, day 3, day 10, and day 17 post-surgery (0.580±0.109, 0.669±0.099, p>0.05), (0.381±0.191, 0.581±0.177, p>0.05), (0.767±0.369, 0.568±0.239, p>0.05), (0.767±0.369, 0.589±0.154, p>0.05) (Graph 4).

DISCUSSION

The most important finding of the study was that the pinprick behavioral assay was able to predict chronic pain development in the area of the trigeminal nerve distribution using EIH profile measured at the hind paw of the rat. Exercise can play a role in pain modulation and has been used in the past to determine conditioned pain modulation.22,23 Previous studies have shown that pain thresholds increase after physical activities for both mechanical9,18,24 and thermal25 stimuli, and after isometric muscle contraction, there is increased generalized pressure pain threshold.12,24

The exact mechanism of EIH is still unknown; however, there is different suggested hypothesis believed
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to activate the inhibitory modulating system through different systems and mechanisms. One among them is the endogeneous opioid system and release of peripheral and central neurotransmitters including beta-endorphins that play an important role.26,27 Other mechanisms that may activate inhibitory modulating system are enhancement of inhibitory neurotransmitters, such as serotonin and norepinephrine11 interactions with the cardiovascular system,28 and the adenosinergic system involvement.16

Pain threshold has been monitored to be increased consistently after exercise when the painful stimulus is electrical or chemical but less for thermal stimuli. Other causes that may have an effect on EIH are the type of exercise, duration, intensity, and emotional status and stress.29 Nowadays, exercise is considered as an important factor in the management of painful conditions, such as neck pain, fibromyalgia, arthritis, and low back pain.30-33

According to a previous study, EIH profile in rats can predict the intensity of tactile allodynia, thermal sensitivity, and mechanical hyperalgesia that developed after nerve injury in sciatic nerve territory. Exercise-induced hypoalgesia profile has also been related to the thermal and mechanical sensitivity in naive rats. In the same study, low EIH rats developed pain in the contralateral side of the surgery, whereas high EIH profile rats did not. This finding suggests that EIH profile may have a role in the development of contralateral (and possible generalized) pain manifestations including trigeminal nervous system.19

Using swimming as an exercise for animals has been basically used in previous studies.29 It has a lot of limitations, such as stress and temperature variation, which may lead to alteration in the pain response.34,35 Using wheel running protocol has shown more accurate results in studies related with pain assessment.19,36 However, other models are also available to measure the effect of exercise, such as using low-frequency muscle activation of different muscle groups.37

This study is the first using EIH profile in the prediction of developing chronic pain following nerve injury in the trigeminal nerve distribution. The significant finding of this study is the association between the pain intensity following nerve injury and the EIH profile using pinprick needle (mechanical hyperalgesia). Rats with less efficient (low) EIH were more sensitive to and developed significantly greater mechanical hyperalgesia following nerve injury in the affected side, whereas tactile allodynia in the ipsilateral and contralateral side and mechanical hyperalgesia in the contralateral side of surgery were not significant. In a previous study, it was shown that the rats categorized as low EIH have increased significant response to thermal and mechanical stimulants as compared with the high EIH rats, before the nerve injury and after surgery in sciatic nerve, which make the EIH profile predictable for developing chronic pain at the spinal level.19

The reason for the differences between high and low EIH rats at BL and following the surgery is still not clear. It may be caused by factors related with reduction after exercise. Inhibiting neurotransmitters in brain and their different levels, such as norepinephrine and serotonin11 and activation of the adenosinergic16 or the opioid systems in the rat18,26 may control the rats’ EIH and has the role in pain development after the surgery. Previous studies on athletes have shown that their pain perception differs in comparison with the control group. Athletes had reduced sensitivity to cold and mechanical stimuli,38,39 but increased sensitivity to vibration.38 The increased response to vibration mediated by A-beta fibers (mechanical allodynia) is an interesting finding, as the vibration detection threshold was the only test that tends to gain more sensation (more sensitive perception). Vibration results in muscle length variations, and then activating low-threshold muscle spindle proprioceptors.40,41 That may indicate why there is no significant difference in response with von Frey filaments between high and low EIH profile rats in this study and may suggest pinprick test as a more reliable test than von Frey filaments in the determination of pain development. Other reasons behind the insignificant results with tactile allodynia and mechanical hyperalgesia in contralateral side may be due to the fact that the EIH profile was done in the area of spinal cord system (sciatic nerve) and the nerve injury was established in the face, which is mediated by trigeminal nerve system.

Although the trigeminal system and spinal system have a similarity in some features immediately after nerve injury, later on the two systems go through different pathways. Several evidences and studies showed difference in some neurotransmitter expression following the injuries between the two systems42,43 and different changes between spinal nerve injuries and trigeminal nerve injuries in voltage-gated sodium channels.44,45

These changes are as follows: (1) The injured spinal nerves develop more spontaneous activity when compared with injured trigeminal nerves,46,47 (2) longer period of spontaneous activity in the injured spinal nerve than in the injured trigeminal nerves,46 (3) sprouting of the sympathetic nerves develop around the injured spinal nerves,48 but not around the injured trigeminal nerves.49,50 Therefore, the discovery of EIH profiling models in the trigeminal area may help in the prediction of pain development after nerve injury. Some limitations may include a conservative sample size, so we suggest to increase the sample size in future studies to see if the same trends of results are observed. Second, performing pain behavioral

assays in the trigeminal area can be challenging and subjective as the results are vastly dependent upon the investigators’ experience. More sensitive trigeminal behavioral assays should be used for future studies.

CONCLUSION

We concluded that the pinprick behavioral assay (mechanical hyperalgesia) was able to predict chronic pain development in the area of the trigeminal nerve distribution using EIH profile measured at the hind paw of the rat. The discovery of EIH profiling models in the trigeminal area may help in the prediction of the pain development after nerve injury more accurately using multiple pain assays.
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